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L

development that were more
difficult [previously] … if
you didn’t have a waterfront
view. Now you don’t need
that because our [land] values
are strong enough to support
high-rise or medium-density
construction.”
Advance Tech
Development’s 20-storey
mixed-use proposal for the
Five Points site in downtown
Barrie embodies this shift.
Conditionally approved in
December, the proposal
includes 203 condominium
units, nine of which are to have
affordable rents, 196 parking
spaces, an 84 m2 public space
and 517 m2 of at-grade retail
and commercial space. The 0.29
hectare site has been vacant
since a 2007 fire destroyed
the previous structures on the
property. If constructed, it will
be Barrie’s tallest building and
the city’s first use of Section 37
to secure community benefits.
But it’s not the only major
development on the horizon.
“We have three other

significant [development
proposals] in and around
d
downtown... two with
significant [land] assemblies,
lies,
both [would include] two
o
towers each. They are nott
talking about any more height
than the Five Points project.
ect. I
think everyone is comfortable
rtable
in the 15 to 20 storey range.
ge.”
Barrie senior planner Janet
Foster agrees, telling NRU
U that
with the downtown designated
gnated
as a provincial growth centre
ntre
that is where the city is
focusing its growth.
“We do have to intensify
sify
and our urban growth centre—
ntre—
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GROWING PAINS

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS
EIGHTS
I
and use policies and
favourable land values are
sparking developers to get
ambitious in downtown
Barrie, proposing bold new
projects. One, a 20-storey
mixed-used condominium in
the final stages of approval will
be the tallest building in the city.
“If you were to come to
downtown Barrie today,
you’d probably look at three
or four blocks and say ‘wow,
something is going on here’...
The development community
seems to have responded to
our policy framework... Almost
all of the [larger development
applications] are in the
downtown,” Barrie mayor Jeff
Lehman told NRU.
Since the city identified areas
of intensification–downtown
and main corridors–land values
have increased. Lehman explains
that this has dramatically
shifted the type of projects that
developers are proposing.
“The economics have
changed, the city’s [land]
prices now support forms of
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n an October 6 report
to council, Integrity
Commissioner Valerie
Jepson recommended
standards
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the Toronto
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that
Ontario
Municipal
Board.
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is on reenergizing
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Gord Perks said that it is time
for Toronto to step up to the
plate and demonstrate it is a
mature city, able to handle the
responsibility of overseeing an
independent appeal board.
“Right now, we are in a
position where someone else
[the OMB] is in charge so we

Andrew Cohrs

can stand on the sidelines and
shake our fist and shout that
it’s not fair,” Perks told NRU.
“But if we want things to work
better, we have to give up that
soapbox and instead discipline
ourselves into supporting a
system that actually works.”
At the request of council,
the integrity commissioner
prepared recommendations
with respect to how members
of council should conduct
themselves in relation to the
local appeal body. Since its
members will be appointed by
council, it is critical that the

Rendering of Housing York/York
Region’s proposal for 259, 275 Woodbridge Avenue and 64 Abell Avenue

local appeal body be free from
political interference.
Jepson recommends
that councillors limit their
appearances before the
appeal body and their contact
with members of the appeal
body. She also recommends
that councillors limit their
interactions with the panel
charged with nominating
members to the appeal body.
Given that OMB members are
appointed by the province, no
such limitations are required.
Thus this marks a departure
from councillors’ ability to
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